Sue Dalton-Hobbs – RCT & CHINCHILLA, SILVER TABBY & SMOKE CAT SOCIETY 25.11.17
My thanks to Julie and Sue for the very kind invitation to this lovely breed show just 15 minutes from
home! Thank you to Shelley for stewarding today. My Best Adult was the gorgeous Ch Alphaberry
Higgledy Piggledy who went on to be Best Overall British in the RCT. I then chose a mature black
tipped whose really come into his own now called Gr Ch Jeraz Snowbear, as my Overall British in the
Chinchilla, Silver Tabby & Smoke Show, along with my Best Neuter choice being the beautiful IGRCH
& GR PR Owletts Jim Jam who went on to win Best Overall Persian and Overall Best In Show at the
Chinchilla show. Many congratulations to all!
RCT
AC SELKIRK REX FEMALE NON-SELF CHAMPION ADULT
GR CC RYAN’S CH ARKTOS BRENNA (SRS F) Black Tortie aged 5 ½ years old who was a wee bit
overawed when out of her pen and looked much better when returned. She has quite a broad head
with reasonable width across the cheeks, enough to be broader than the depth of head; Good width
across the top of head between just over medium sized ears, nice and wide at base. Large round
eyes set wide apart and short, downward slanting nose. Profile shows a rounded brow, slight rise to
the nose, chin is a tad shallow for balance. Quite good weight and feel about her solid rectangular
body, reasonable bone to the legs that end in rounded paws. Lovely tail! She wears a soft dense coat
that is well waved especially on the legs and tail and is a uniform length, stands away quite nicely.

TORTOISEHELL KITTEN
How lovely to have 3 torties! Thank you!
1ST & BOB LOVESY’S PERSILUS MISAKI (PER f) 5mths 1 week old well developed and promising young
lady who was very confident during judging, purring all the time. She shows super balance overall
with a lovely broad, well-rounded head with very good width across a smooth top between small
very well-furnished ears. Nicely rounded too in profile and shows a good depth of head with width
developing nicely at the muzzle and very good width at the cheeks. Good overall balance to her head
for her age. Lovely softly expressive bold round eyes of a good size and a promising deep muddy
brown, nice width to the stop, wide open nostrils & well- formed leather. She’s teething at the
moment, bite is level, chin could just show a wee bit more depth in profile. She has a lovely firm
weighty feel about her, good size for her age too, good cobby body in balance with her head, solid
and showing good breadth to the chest. She stands low on strong very well-boned legs and has firm
round paws with super tufts. Tail short and bushy, just a tiny bit of shady hairs in the black. Typical
kitten coat for her age, developing length very well and shows very good density with fine hairs that
are soft to touch, not yet silky with some length developing around her chest and between the legs.
She has gorgeous rich tones of reds that are mostly evenly toned, not too many varying shades, so
this stands out for me, patched with a good dense black and both colours are virtually sound to the
roots. She has a mix of reds and black on her face, clearly defined patches of red and black on the
body, both colours on legs down to the front right is almost solid but there is a hint of mingling
coming through, both colours showing well on the tail. I loved her long whiskers too! She was
beautifully prepared for the show which must be a trifle hard to maintain as she’s a playful miss!
She went on to win Best Persian Kitten, many congratulations indeed.

2nd WAINFUR’S SUGARTRUMP SPICE OF LIFE (PER f) 7mths 6 weeks old very well-developed big
kitten who tried very hard with her big purr to stop me from concentrating! She has a super domed
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top of head both face on and in profile with very good width between her small ears showing good
long ear furnishings, good width at the cheeks. Quite good width to muzzle, chin is just under
medium depth, so balance just needing to develop more. Lovely large bold rounded eyes of a good
muddy deep orangey brown developing, lovely soft expression with a bit of cheekiness thrown in,
set wide apart a snub nose with good wide nostrils. Slightly undershot bite. She’s a very nice size
and weight and her cobby body feels solid and firm and well developed with good breadth at the
chest, stands fairly low on quite well boned strong legs ending in large round very well tufted paws.
Lovely length and density to her silky coat and very well groomed indeed. Super frill between the
legs, quite good fullness to the tail. She is a mix of a few patches and soft mingling on the body of
mostly sound black, she does have some shading on her back and underparts, I’d say is
commensurate with age, towards the back and on her tail. The colours are mixed well but not quite
as vibrant as the winner; varying shades of a red, some lighter and some a good deeper red, both
showing good colour down the hair shafts to roots. She has both colours on the face just slightly
more black with some lighter red mingling and she shows mingled colours to the tail and down her
legs. A very attractive young miss who I look forward to seeing as she transitions.
3rd. SOLOMAN’S SONERI FREYA (PER f) 3mths old the baby of the class and she too has a super
temperament and didn’t mind the close inspection one bit bless her! She has a fairly round head
with quite good width across her almost smooth top, fairly small ears just a little wide at base
showing good internal furnishings, the muzzle is very strong and her chin is deep, I’d like a little more
rounding to the forehead and width at the cheeks, for balance and hope this develops as she grows.
Pleasing expressive light brown bold eyes, very faint green tinge around the pupil at the moment.
Wide break to the short nose with quite wide leather and open nostrils. She has a rather undershot
bite with one side of the upper and lower canines missing so she is tongue tipping at the moment
and the jaw can appear slightly off balance so I hope it all settles as she grows. She got a cobby little
body of quite good weight and substance standing low on reasonably well-boned legs ending in
rounded slightly tufted paws. Short tail with short fur, length of fur yet to develop. Baby coat with
shorter coat on her shoulders, quite nice density coming through, some long guard hairs and was
well prepared. She has light red patches that are a deeper red at the base of the coat coming
through, she is quite shady on the body of black areas but again, it is more of a jet black at the base
so once her coat comes through more it would be good to see how the depth and tone of both
colours have developed as I felt looking at the undercoat they were quite promising. She has both
colours on her face with a slight predominance of black to the shades of red, mingling to the longer
fur on her body of both colours and a little of both colours on legs and tail. All 4 paws show both
colours.

CHINCHILLA, SILVER TABBY & SMOKE CAT SOCIETY
BLUE/BLUE-CREAM/LILAC/LILAC-CREAM/CREAM SHADED CAMEO KITTEN
1ST (BOB NOT AWARDED) BUNDOCK’S REMILAKAT BLACK CHERI (PER fs 11) 6mths 2 weeks. This
kitten was entered in the dominant class but then moved to the Dilute class by the Show
Management. Hence the change in class title. She has a sweet face good dome to the top of head,
very slight bump above the brow I hope smooths out as the head grows. Quite good width at the
cheeks, good strength to the wide muzzle. Her ears are fairly small but slightly pointed at the tips
and set a little high on her head and she needs to grow into them for balance, long silver ear tufts.
Quite good size to her bold light muddy toned eyes, set fairly wide apart, short straight nose, wide
break, acceptable width to nostrils. Slightly undershot bite and firm deep chin. Cobby little body of
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acceptable weight, slightly tall in the leg which are of quite good boning, paws showing tufts and are
all blue. Short tail with some coat fullness to develop, I couldn’t see any cream hairs today. Her
coat was really needing preparation as it was rather knotty, its quite dense and uneven darkish blue
heavy uneven shading and I could just make out one very small area of what looked like cream
shading at the top of the fur on one side of her body and she was rather stained below her eyes too
I’m afraid. When you part the coat the base is really light silvery white, not an ash white that I’d
expect to see if she was a black tortie and there is a really excellent contrast to what is very heavy
uneven shading that is mostly half way and in parts further than halfway, down the hair shaft. She
does have a noticeable “mask” of medium blue on silver, on her face and the blue is quite intense
on her legs, more than I expected to see as a shaded as I’d expect to see lighter shading on the face
and legs. I’m sorry to not award the Best of Breed, she was at least changed classes otherwise I
would have had to wrong class or wrong colour her. Good luck with her in the future, she handled
really well under the scrutiny.
AC TIPPED / SHADED/ SMOKE/ PEWTER/CAMEO EXOTIC SHADED NEUTER
CONSIDERED FOR AND BOB AWARDED TO: CHALKLEY’S IGRCH & GR PR OWLETTS JIM JAM (EXO ds
11) Gorgeous Persian type, excellent head breadth and fullness of cheek, strong well built cobby
sturdy body with thick well boned legs supporting. Gorgeous orange eyes, wonderful soft
expression! Super light red shading on a bright silver undercoat, beautifully even silver and good
contrast. Wonderful density and texture to his coat.

BLACK ILVER TABBY ADULT
CONSIDERED FOR AN BOB AWARDED TO: PANTING’S CH BERTIE OF BOCCACCIO (BSH ns 22) M 1YR
4MTHS Super British type and conformation with a lovely broad rounded head shape showing
excellent width across the top of head between well placed ears of medium size with nice rounded
tips. Good width to cheeks and reasonable width to muzzle. Super light green eyes set well apart a
short broad nose, pink leather outlined in black, just a wee bit of tarnishing, untidy but perfectly
acceptable bite, sore gums today, firm chin. Deep chest and flanks to his strong cobby body of
excellent weight and balance to head, muscular and firm ably supported by short strong legs and
large rounded paws. Excellent British coat, short dense and crisp! Super density to the black pattern
on a really nice even light silver ground affording excellent contrast. Clearly defined face pencilling
and M with lines over head to a good butterfly with slightly vague wings, 3 tramlines, just slight
brindling either side of the centre line side lines. Good oysters, one surrounded by an incomplete
ring, broad rings to tail ending in a black tip.

BLACK SILVER SPOTTED KITTEN
1ST & BOB COPE’S SILVERCATZ SILVER ANGEL WINGS (BSH NS 24) 7mth old and very well grown.
Good breadth to head and cheeks, just very slightly tapering at the muzzle, good width between
medium ears with black tips, just slightly wide at the base for balance. Large light green eyes nicely
rounded set wide apart a short nose but shows fawning I hope disappears. Nice brick leather. Level
bite and chin. Cobby body, a fraction tall in the leg, showing good bone, slightly out of balance with
her head in that it needs to catch up size wise. Pleasing short dense coat slightly soft textured with a
blackish /grey pattern linked on the sides, better depth of black to the facial tracings and lines over
head spine-line showing enough separation to the spots, some sweet spots to her paws but
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incomplete rings around the tail She has a rather a creamy band of colour in the silver which is
slightly brindled in places, thus resulting in a reasonable contrast to the pattern so I do hope this
clears with her adult coat to give her a better contrast. Very sweet nature and handled really well.

BLACK SILVER TABBY NEUTER
CONSIDERED FOR AND BOB AWARDED TO: BRASSINGTON’S UK & IGPR TIGATAILS DONALD (BSH ns
22) 4 years 7 mths old bid whopper of a cat! I’d have like more rounding to his head shape, but he
does have a lovely expression to his green eyes and his coat is nice and dense. Good contrast from
the clean silver to the classic pattern. Slight brindling in the line either side of the spine line.

End of report.
Sue Dalton-Hobbs
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